
ABSTRACT 

ZHANG, YE. Study of Dam Concrete Mechanical Properties Using Nano-indentation. 

(Under the direction of Dr. Christopher P Bobko) 

 

All  concrete structures are  designed to serve for a certain period of time. But it is generally 

noticed that the mechanical properties of concrete such as modulus, hardness and strength 

will change as time goes by. As a result, it is very important for aged structures to be 

evaluated for their remaining ability to meet the service requirements as they are designed for, 

mainly the modulus, hardness and strength. 

The work presented in this thesis is aimed to investigate and evaluate the mechanical 

properties of concrete samples taken from an aged dam by using a statistical nanoindentation 

technique. The methods applied to analyze the data are Cumulative Distribution Function 

(CDF) method and Expectation-Maximization based Statistical grouping method. 

The samples taken for this work are taken from both sides of the dam, east and west, and 

different depth from the surface of the dam. In this way, the effect of environmental exposure 

could be investigated. The samples are polished by using four different grit level sand pads to 

achieve flat a surface for experiments. In this experiment, each sample goes through four 

hundred indents to collect data. After the data has been collected, the data information was 

analyzed by Cumulative-Distribution-Function method using MTALB and Statistical 

grouping method using EMMIX and MATLAB. 

According to the previous work done by other research groups, the reasons causing the 

change in concrete mechanical properties are studied and analyzed in this thesis, too. 

Combined with the chemical components analysis results provided by FDH, carbonation, 



chloride effect, sulfate effect are considered as the main reasons causing concrete mechanical 

properties to change over time. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION  

1.1 Background 

      Concrete is one of the most widely and frequently used building material in the world. 

And due to the advantages of concrete like the ease to store and transport, low price and 

construction convenience, no other construction material can replace concrete in civil 

engineering. 

       According to real cases and experimental observations, it is found that concrete can 

suffer various damage effects over time such as salt crystallization, carbonation effect, 

chloride effect, sulfate effect, leaching and decalcification. As a result, concrete mechanical 

properties would be reduced with all these damaging effects. Then it becomes very important 

for engineers to be able to tell whether concrete mechanical properties still meet the service 

requirements. 

       This research uses the nanoindentation method to get data from the concrete samples and 

studies the work from Chang and Chen [20], Han, Pan and Sun [21] on carbonation study, 

the work from Ouyang, Chen and Jiang [22] on sulfate attack effect. Also, the chemistry 

bond breakage between molecules is considered as a factor causing the change in concrete 

properties, but due the complexity in molecule level structure for an identical case and 

limited references in this area, chemistry bond breakage between molecules is not studied in 

this research. 
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1.2 Concrete gravity dam 

      The concrete gravity dam is one of the most important hydraulic constructions in the 

world. They have responsibilities of electric power generation for human daily life, 

preventing floods and storing rainfall to obtain a balance between dry and rainy seasons [1]. 

Unavoidably, concrete gravity dams are usually exposed to environmental damages such as 

wind, rain, sunshine, wet-dry cycles and carbon dioxide. After a certain amount of time, due 

to the reasons listed above and the creep, shrinkage and the ongoing hydration process of 

concrete, the mechanical properties of dam concrete may change and reduce from the initial 

value. And thus brings the question: would the dam concrete still be sufficient for the 

construction requirement after the properties have changed? And what reasons lead to the 

change of dam concrete material properties? 

 

1.3 Motivation  

      For the practical use of concrete as a construction material, it is used and applied in large 

scale. The engineering properties such as strength, ductility, shrinkage and thermal resistance 

were traditionally studied at the macro-level, usually larger than one millimeter, and the 

model used to investigate these properties are also based on large scale. These models do not 

consider the heterogeneity of concrete as a mixture of many components such as cement, fine 

aggregate, coarse aggregate and water. To understand the properties of concrete better, it is 

important to study the microstructure of concrete because all the components which 

constitute concrete are distributed unevenly within the concrete and their own properties will 

have effects on the properties of concrete. To obtain an accurate prediction of concrete 
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mechanical properties more systematic understanding of the micro-level construction of 

concrete, the nano-indentation method is applied in this region of study. 

      This thesis is focused on samples taken from an aged concrete gravity dam in North 

Carolina and is aimed to investigate the remaining mechanical properties of the dam concrete 

and to find the reasons causing changes by using the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) 

method and the Expectation-Maximization based Statistical grouping method for 

experimental data. 
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CHAPTER 2 MATERIAL 

2.1 Representative element volume 

      R.E.V. (Representative elementary volume) is one of the fundamental concepts in 

classical micromechanics [2]. In fact, the existence of such a volume required for any up 

scaling technique using a continuum mechanics description of the material. In continuum 

micromechanics a material is assumed to be homogeneous at macro-level and heterogeneous 

at micro-level filling in R.E.V. with characteristic length of D. The characteristic length of 

R.E.V. should be sufficiently larger than the characteristic length of inhomogeneities, d, 

(large enough to be representative of constitutive material) within the R.E.V. (D>>d), and 

should be small compared to the macroscopic volume.  

      In the R.E.V., material is either composed of different phases or material in different 

forms and orientation such as poly-crystals. Once the mechanical behavior, physical 

quantities (such as volume fractions or elastic properties), characteristic shapes, and the mode 

of the interactions of different phases or domains within the R.E.V. are identified, the 

“homogenized” mechanical behavior of the overall material can be estimated, i.e. the relation 

between homogeneous deformations acting on the boundary of the R.E.V. and resulting 

(average) stresses, or the ultimate stresses sustainable by the R.E.V., respectively. 
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2.2 Calcium Silicate Hydrates (C-S-H) 

      The calcium silicate hydrate phase, abbreviated as C-S-H, is the main product of the 

hydration of Portland cement and is primarily responsible for the strength in cement based 

materials and makes up 50 to 60 percent of the volume of solids in a completely hydrated 

Portland cement paste and is, therefore, the most important phase determining the properties 

of the paste [3]. The fact that the term C-S-H is hyphenated signifies that C-S-H is not a well-

defined compound; the C/S ratio varies between 1.5 and 2.0 and the structural water content 

varies even more [3]. The morphology of C-S-H also varies from poorly crystalline fibers to 

reticular network.  

      The C-S-H gel is not only the most abundant reaction product, occupying about 50% of 

the paste volume, but it is also responsible for most of the engineering properties of cement 

paste [3]. This is not because it is an intrinsically strong or stable phase but because it forms 

a continuous layer that binds together the original cement particles into a cohesive whole. All 

the other hydration products form as discrete crystals that are intrinsically strong but do not 

form strong connections to the solid phases they are in contact with and so cannot contribute 

much to the overall strength. The ability of the C-S-H gel to act as a binding phase arises 

from its nanometer-level structure [4].  

      As C-S-H gel grows outward from the cement particles, it does not take the form of a 

monolithic solid phase but instead develops an internal system of tiny pores, called gel pores 

[5], which are hundreds or thousands of times smaller than the original capillary pores. 

Although the liquid water in the gel pores is not part of the solid C-S-H phase in a chemical 

sense, it is physically isolated and thus cannot undergo further chemical reaction with the 
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cement minerals. This is the main reason for the range of water contents of C-S-H gel. The 

C-S-H gel, including its internal gel pores, occupies significantly more volume than the 

original C3S and C2S mineral that it replaces. This causes the layers of C-S-H gel to expand 

outward and interconnect into a continuous phase, causing the cement paste to first set and 

then harden into a strong solid. Because the overall volume of the cement paste does not 

change significantly after mixing, the increase in the volume of solid phases causes the 

capillary pore system to decrease in volume and, if the w/c is reasonably low, to become 

discontinuous [6]. This greatly decreases the permeability of the cement paste, meaning that 

it is more difficult for liquid water and dissolved ions to move through the pore system.  

      When a hydrated cement paste is viewed in a microscope at moderate magnifications, 

two apparently different types or morphologies of C-S-H gel can be seen. One of these is less 

dense (more porous) and appears to occupy space that was originally water-filled, while the 

other appears more dense and is found primarily in areas originally occupied by the cement 

particles. The less dense morphology forms rapidly during the early hydration period 

surrounding setting, while the denser morphology fills in more slowly over days and weeks. 

Based on these characteristics, the two types have been given a variety of distinguishing 

labels, including "early" and "late", "outer" and "inner". We prefer the terms "low-density" 

and "high-density" C-S-H, because the other terms are only approximately correct (i.e., some 

low-density C-S-H can form at later times and some high-density C-S-H is found outside of 

the original particle boundaries). Since the most important characteristic of C-S-H gel is its 

tendency to grow outward into the porosity, the low-density C-S-H is much more important 
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than the high-density C-S-H. Figure 2.1 presents a schematic diagram of two-density model 

C-S-H as seen by nitrogen. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 A schematic diagram of the two-density model of C-S-H as seen by 

nitrogen. The regions on the left represent HD C-S-H and regions on the 

right represent LD C-S-H. Particles of LD C-S-H are accessible to nitrogen 

for surface area and porosity measurements via nitrogen. No surface area or 

porosity is measured using nitrogen in HD C-S-H. Boxes represent equal 

degrees of hydration for: (a) a higher water:cement ratio (0.50) and (b) a 

lower water:cement ratio (0.35) [7] 
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2.3 Project sample 

      A local gravity dam in North Carolina has taken samples to measure the hardness and 

modulus of the dam concrete to obtain the current state of the concrete properties. Samples of 

concrete were taken from the drilled cores and tested for carbonate, chloride and sulfate 

content. The results are summarized in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.2 is the sample cylinder taken 

from the dam. 

 

Table 2.1 Sample details 

    Carbonate 
as CaCO3 

Hydroxide 
as CaCO3 

Total 
CaCO3 

Chloride Sulfate  

# Description  Depth  Note mg/kg mg/kg mg/kg mg/kg mg/kg 

1 Pier 2 east #1 Surface  113 1240 1350 51 0 

2 Pier 2 east #1 8”  89 605 693 12 40 

3 Pier 2 east #2 Surface  143 1290 1430 30 0 

4 Pier 2 east #2 6”  92 1150 1240 15 0 

5 Pier 2 east #3 
“first” 

Surface 1 271 1290 1560 47 0 

6 Pier 2 east #3 
“first” 

6” 1 99 1020 1120 13 0 

7 Pier 2 east #3 
“back” 

16” 1 97 670 767 8 62 

8 Pier 1 east #1 8” 2 116 1730 1850 18 0 

9 Pier 1 west #2 7” 3 101 1690 1790 18 0 

10 Pier 1 west #2 surface 3 128 1510 1630 22 0 
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Figure 2.2 Sample cylinders 

 

2.4 Four level multiscale model of concrete structure 

      The mechanical properties of concrete as a whole in the macro scale level depends on the 

main components of concrete which are cement, sands, coarse and fine aggregate which form 

a highly heterogeneous composite if cement is itself highly heterogeneous. As sketched in 

Figure 2.3, the heterogeneous construction of concrete is broken down into four levels [2]: 

      In level IV, the scale is from 10
-2

 m to 10
-1

 m. This level is where traditional civil 

engineering test methods are used due to large scale length such as compressive and shear 
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experiments, and in this level, concrete can be considered as a three phase material including 

mortar, coarse aggregate and interfacial transition zone. 

      In level III, the scale is from 10
-3

 m to 10
-2

 m. In this level the fine aggregate, entrained 

air bubbles in cement paste and small pieces of admixtures as fibers and crushed coarse 

aggregates can be observed by optical microscopes but details of hardened cement paste 

cannot be viewed. 

      In level II, the scale is from 10
-6

 m to 10
-4

 m, and it is where the composition such as 

portlandite, unhydrated clinker, C-S-H phase and large capillary pores of cement paste can be 

observed by SEM. At this scale level, the C-S-H is considered as homogeneous with large 

calcium hydroxide crystals. 

      In level I, the scale is from 10
-8

 m to 10
-6

 m and the dimension of existing C-S-H is 

between 5 nm to 100 nm. Because of the small dimension of the phases, direct mechanical 

properties can be measured by the nanoindentation technique and the material could be 

assumed homogeneous at this scale. 
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Figure 2.3   Multiscale Model of Concrete [2] 
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CHAPTER 3 EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

3.1 Reasons for choosing nanoindentation  

      In traditional civil engineering study, concrete members exist at the mm scale level or 

larger. In most cases, all the parameters and properties of concrete obtained from previous 

studies are sufficient for accuracy requirements in engineering level. The most frequently 

used parameters of concrete today are also obtained in this scale level by tests. The 

advantages of large scale level testing and analysis are easily seen: convenience because of 

low cost and fast testing time. 

      But as technology develops over time, the need of a better understanding and prediction 

of concrete properties and microstructure becomes stronger and stronger in civil engineering 

and the traditional way of studying concrete is not capable of taking the task. As mentioned 

above, C-S-H gel is the most important component in determining concrete mechanical 

properties and it cannot be observed or studied by using traditional measurements and 

methods at a scale level smaller than 10
-6

 m [2]. It is widely recognized that many 

macroscopic phenomena of the concrete originate from the mechanics of the underlying nano 

and micro scale structure. All the mechanical, physical and chemical properties of the 

ingredients including stiffness, strength, size, shape, volume fraction, and spatial distribution 

can have impact on the behavior and prediction of material behavior observed at the macro 

scale. The nanoindentation method can work in the nano and micro meter level, making 

contact and predicting the properties of all the ingredients without destroying the samples. 
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      Thus, for higher level concrete property analysis, nanoindentation method is chosen to 

achieve high level of accuracy in micro level analysis of concrete. Compared to macro-level 

analysis, nanoindentation is somewhat expensive and sensitive to testing conditions and 

environment, but on the other hand, it can provide an accurate estimation of properties of the 

constituent material at small scales in concrete. 

 

3.2 Nanoindentation technique and typical procedure 

      In general, the nanoindentation method is to apply a load to the sample surface with a 

certain loading speed and penetrate it for a certain depth, then hold the maximum value of the 

load for a pause then unload to get a curve and then get two parameters known as hardness 

and modulus by certain method [8]. The trapezoid load history for all tests in this paper is 

shown in Figure 3.1. 

      For this test, the load increased at a constant rate of 4 mN/min until the load reached the 

maximum value of 2 mN and then held at this level for 5 seconds, then was unloaded with 

same rate as loading until the indenter tip was free of material [9]. The whole indentation 

process, including table approaching in z-direction, approaching with indenter, making 

contact, indentation stabilization and running test took up to 7 mins [9]. 

      The reason for holding the time is to minimize the interference of creep behavior on 

elastic measurements in material like concrete, shale and polymers where creep behavior 

affects the elastic response of the materials. It was found that when loading is followed by 
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unloading without a hold at peak load, displacement increases slightly in the initial portion of 

the unloading part, because the creep rate of the material is initially higher than the imposed 

unloading rate [10]. This phenomenon brings about a negative and changing slope in the 

initial unloading region, therefore making it impossible to use the compliance method to 

measure indentation modulus. To eliminate this problem, five seconds holding time was 

incorporated at peak load into the applied load functions in order to allow the material to 

approach equilibrium prior to unloading [11]. The test provides a continuous record of the 

variation of indentation load, P, as a function of penetration depth, h, as shown in Figure 3.2. 

The curve is a typical P-h response of cement-based material. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Trapezoid loading protocol [9] 
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      The mechanical properties of the material can be derived from the cycle of load-

displacement curve through appropriate data analysis. The most prevalently used method for 

analyzing the loading history of a single indentation test was presented by Oliver and Pharr 

[12]. They proposed two main parameters that can be obtained directly by continuum scale 

models from measured data, indentation hardness, H, and indentation modulus, M. H and M 

are written as: 

H =
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝐴𝑐
                                                            Eq.1 

M =
√𝜋

2

𝑆

√𝐴𝐶
                                                          Eq.2 

Where Pmax and Ac denote the maximum applied load, and corresponding projected contact 

area respectively. 

      As shown in Fig. 3.2, S is the slope of the upper portion of the unloading curve, at max 

load, which is assumed to be dominated by elastic recovery (no reverse plasticity) in 

nanoindentation tests, and is written as: 

S =
𝑑𝑝

𝑑ℎ
= 2𝐸𝑟

√𝐴𝑐

√𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
                                                Eq.3 
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Figure 3.2 Typical nanoindentation response of cement based materials with 

associated parameters [9] 

 

      In Eq.3,  𝐸𝑟 represents reduced plain stress of modulus of elasticity which is computed by 

compliance of sample and indenter tip stiffness and combined as a spring in series: 

1

𝐸𝑟
=

1−𝑣𝑖
2

𝐸𝑖
+

1−𝑣𝑠
2

𝐸𝑠
                                                     Eq.4 

Where E and v are the modulus of elasticity and Poisson’s ratio, respectively. The subscripts 

i and s refer to indenter and test material, respectively. When 𝐸𝑖>>𝐸𝑠 , the deformation only 

occurs in the sample material. 

      During loading, the material underneath the indenter is heavily distorted, and upon 

unloading permanent deformation remains on the surface, which is called residual depth. 
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Figure 3.3 shows a schematic cross section of loading and unloading processes and depth 

parameters in nanoindentation with Berkovich indenter. The variables are  ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 ,  ℎ𝑓 ,  ℎ𝑠,  

ℎ𝑐 , are total, residual, sink in , and contact depths,  respectively. 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Schematic cross section of nanoindentation test during loading and 

unloading [9] 

      

      Total nanoindentaton depth is defined as below: 

ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 = ℎ𝑠 + ℎ𝑐                                                      Eq.5 

      The contact area is then determined, b, relating cross-sectional area to ℎ𝑐 . Ideally, the 

contact area for Berkovich indenter is given by: 

𝐴𝑐 = 24.5ℎ𝑐
2                                                        Eq.6 

      The area function calibration for Oliver and Pharr [12] will be discussed in the following 

section. 

      Indenter penetration into material results in a complex combination of recoverable and 

dissipated energies. Energy dissipation during nanoindentation has been used in different 
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forms to characterize material properties in material science [13]. It indicates the amount of 

irreversible losses of energy during the loading and unloading peroid to induce plastic 

deformation. To compute the dissipated energy for nanoindentation test the elastic recovery 

energy is subtracted from total energy. In the current study, for applied loading history, the 

elastic, total and dissipated energies can be calculated as: 

𝑈𝑇 = ∫ 𝑃𝐿(ℎ)𝑑ℎ
ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥

0
                                                   Eq.7 

𝑈𝐸 = ∫ 𝑃𝑈(ℎ)𝑑ℎ
ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥

ℎ𝑟
                                                   Eq.8 

𝑈𝐷 = 𝑈𝑇 − 𝑈𝐸                                                        Eq.9 

𝑈𝐷 = ∫ 𝑃𝐿(ℎ)𝑑ℎ
ℎ𝑑

0
+ 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∗ (ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 − ℎ𝑑)                               Eq.10 

where 𝑃𝐿(ℎ)  and 𝑃𝑈(ℎ) denote loading and unloading functions of penetration depth, which 

describe loading and unloading segments in the P-h indentation diagram.  ℎ𝑑  is the 

penetration depth at the onset of constant loading. Unlike H and M which are determined 

from loading and unloading parts of the response curve, 𝑈𝐷 depends on both loading and 

unloading features as well as elastic recovery. Note that ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 and h𝑝 play important roles in 

determining the amount of dissipated plastic energy. 

      The corresponding areas representing 𝑈𝐸  and 𝑈𝐷 are indicated in Figure 3.2. 
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3.3 Equipment calibration 

      Since nanoindentation tests are taken at micro and nano level load and length scale, the 

whole procedure is very sensitive to environmental noise such as sound, air flow, 

temperature change and so on.  Many issues can arise in nanoindentation tests and take on 

extra importance compared to relatively stiff test-frames used at larger load and length-scale 

used for tensile and compressive testing. One example is few microns error in penetration 

measurement can cause serious errors in nanoindentation tests, but it will not be a problem in 

large scale material tests. Hence, it is important to note that the measurement of quantitative 

material property information from the indentation test data is based on a critical assumption. 

The assumption is the instrument-tip combination has been calibrated correctly so that 

reliable and reproducible results can be extracted. To this end, a nanoindenter system should 

be frequently controlled and calibrated and the loads and displacements and indenter 

monitored. There are three types of calibrations that should be checked anytime that results 

look suspect: 

(i) Distance calibration: in distance calibration, the distance between optical 

microscope and indenter must be checked. Uncalibrated distance can cause large 

error in position of indents and it is extremely important when a particular 

location is targeted for indentation testing, e.g. in the ITZ. With this type of error 

the indenter will land in different spot instead of predetermined one. 

(ii) Area calibration: according to the Oliver-Pharr method [12], computing modulus 

and particularly hardness depends on measured contact area between material and 

indenter tip. Therefore incorrect contact area can add significant error to the 
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results. The raised error from uncalibrated contact area function can influence 

hardness rather than indentation modulus. In order to calibrate to the contact area 

or in other word establish the correct relationship between contact area and 

contact depth the indentation test should be conducted on a well-polished material 

with known mechanical properties. In this study the area calibration was done on 

silicon dioxide (SiO2). Projected area of indentation at contact depth is often 

approximated by fitting polynomial as shown below for a Berkovich tip: 

𝐴(ℎ𝑐)=𝐶0ℎ𝑐
2+𝐶1ℎ𝑐+𝐶2ℎ𝑐

1/2
+𝐶3ℎ𝑐

1/4
+𝐶4ℎ𝑐

1/8
+5ℎ𝑐

1/16
+…                                 Eq.11 

Practically speaking, as the power of the contact depth decreases the effect of the 

term in determining the contact area declines. By knowing the coefficients (𝐶0, 

𝐶1, 𝐶2 , …) contact area can be estimated for any contact depth. Note that for 

perfectly sharp Berkovich 𝐶0 = 24.5,  other terms reflect the reality of imperfect 

tip geometry. 

(iii) Oliver-Pharr method [12]: sometimes because of nanoindentation machine 

compliance or uncalibrated parts inside the instrument, S (slope of unloading) is 

not measured correctly. Thus, to make sure hardness and modulus are calculated 

correctly, the NI test must be carried out on samples with well-known mechanical 

properties frequently. In this research the sample tests were done on Copper, and 

Silicon dioxide. 
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3.4 Sample preparation 

      Sample preparation is the crucial step that should be done before conducting 

nanoindentation tests. Therefore, special attention was paid in preparation of the samples, 

particularly in polishing and preparation of the sample surfaces, since it could affect the 

results by introducing a new length scale into the analysis [14]. If the surface is not smooth 

and flat enough with respect to size of the indenter tip, different scenarios may happen: (i) If 

indenter tip comes in contact with valley (region with lower height) actual contact area can 

be underestimated and as a result the modulus and especially hardness will be overestimated. 

(ii) If the indenter tip makes contact with a peak (region with topographic prominence) 

because of stress concentration the indentation depth will be greater and consequently the 

result of hardness will be lower than actual value. (iii) If part of indenter makes contact with 

the edge of roughness region, contact area will be low and measured modulus and especially 

hardness will be higher than true values. (iv) Slope on the sample surface is critical and is 

unavoidable in cement based samples, because of the procedure that were used for cutting 

and polishing. If the surface of the sample has slope, in other words the indenter tip is not 

perpendicular to the surface [15], the hardness and modulus can be overestimated or 

underestimated depending on the edge or face of the Berkovich indenter makes contact with 

surface. Local waviness on sample surface also could be considered as a slope. 

      Slope of the surface must be minimized as much as possible by using very sharp and 

aligned diamond saw for cutting the samples. Also during polishing consistent pressure 

should be applied on the sample to have consistency in polished surface. 
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      In order to reach appropriate surface roughness, the samples were cut by diamond saw to 

get a plane surface, and then were ground with abrasive papers with decreasing roughness 

size to achieve as smooth and flat surfaces as possible in all faces. The four step silicon 

carbide paper polishing comprised of 5 min with a 240-grit diamond pad, 10 min with a 600-

grit diamond pad, 15 min with a 600-grit pad, 30 min with a 1200-grit diamond pad. The 

process will incrementally decrease the roughness size from 50 μm, 30 μm, 15 μm till 5 μm. 

The samples surfaces were washed in acetone to remove all the dust and possible dirt. The 

polishing continued until desired surface smoothness was achieved. Figure 3.4 is a picture of 

the polished surface of the dam concrete sample. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Polished concrete sample surface 
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3.5 Potential sources of measurement errors 

      Because of the small scale of experiments in the nanoindentation technique, controlling 

and observing of errors in nanoindentation tests is much harder than large scale experiments. 

Most of the error sources in nanoindentation tests are found by trial and error and experience. 

In addition to sensitiveness of the results to numerous sample preparation and 

instrumentation factors explained in the previous section such as sample roughness, specimen 

tilt, contact area calibration and nanoindenter compliance. The accuracy of mechanical 

properties determined by nanoindentation technique can be impaired for various reasons. 

Following, the overview of possible sources of uncertainties and errors are provided: 

(i) Errors can arise if the nanoindentation measurements are not done under 

appropriate conditions. The tests can be arranged in a more effective way if more 

is known about the tested heterogeneous material in advance. For example it is 

important to know about its microstructure, possible inclusions, their length scales 

and the influence of possible anisotropy. 

(ii) The instrument directly measures the force vs. penetration depth, during loading 

and unloading steps, from which hardness and indentation modulus are estimated 

based on widely used Oliver-Pharr method. In this method the hardness and 

modulus highly depend on the contact area. The contact area is a function of 

contact depth which is estimated by instrument and usually should be corrected 

manually. Contact point is the point that forces increases because it hits the 

material surface, any mistake in correcting contact point in load-penetration 

curves can cause significant error in computing hardness and modulus. 
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(iii) Concrete microstructure is highly heterogeneous. As far as nanoindentation test is 

concerned, for four phase composite concrete, it was found that about 10 grids in 

different spots on bulk surface are needed to determine true spatial distribution of 

mechanical properties of the bulk cement paste. Performing a number of tests in 

few grids on specific regions can cause error in statistical analysis results, since it 

is believed that it will not be able to capture the whole cement paste 

microstructure. 

(iv) Number of tests has significant effect on statistical analysis results although the 

sufficient number of tests to minimize the error is unknown, small number of tests 

cannot capture actual microstructure of cement paste bulk. Based on experience in 

this research, above 300-400 tests, after eliminating force-penetration depth 

curves with irregular shape, is enough to characterize the bulk cement paste with 

acceptable accuracy. 

 

3.6 Data analysis method 

      The data in this experiment are explored from CSM company instrument and analyzed 

separately in Cumulative Distribution Function method and in statistical grouping method. 

3.6.1 Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) 

      In the Cumulative Distribution Function method, the experimental data are statistically 

analyzed to generate a frequency histogram, and unknown parameters are found by finding 

the best fit for a theoretical CDF [16]. Note that since the change in the bin size, or the shift 

in the initial point of the histogram probability density function (PDF), can affect the 
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probability discrete values, CDF suits this problem. Therefore deconvolution technique 

begins with generating experimental CDF written as: 

Cx(xi
α) =

i

N
−

1

2N
; for i ∈ [1; N]                                          Eq.12                             

 

Where Cx(xi
α) signifies observed experimental CDF produced from N indentation tests. 

      Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 shows an example of the schematic of cumulative distribution 

function and probability density function. 

      Once the experimental CDF is constructed by assuming that the distribution of each 

variable (M, H, 𝑈𝐷 ) is a combination of several normal (Gaussian) distributions, each 

associated to a distinct phase, the adopted theoretical CDF of the indentation parameters (M, 

H, 𝑈𝐷) can be written as: 

𝐶(𝑥𝑖
𝛼; 𝜇𝑗

𝛼, 𝜎𝑗
𝛼) = ∑ ∑

𝑓𝑗

√2𝜋(𝜎𝑗
𝛼)2

𝑚
𝑗=1

𝑛
𝑖=1 ∫ exp (−

(𝑢−𝜇𝑗
𝛼)2

2(𝜎𝑗
𝛼)2

𝑥𝑖
𝛼

−∞
)𝑑𝑢                    Eq.13 

Where 𝑥𝑖
𝛼  represents one such mechanical properties (α = M, H, 𝑈𝐷 ) from a single 

nanoindentation test, and 𝑓𝑗  , 𝜇𝑗
𝛼  and 𝜎𝑗

𝛼  stand for volume fraction, mean and standard 

deviation of mechanically distinct phase respectively. Also 𝑁𝑗  denotes the number of 

indentations on material phase j,  𝑗 ∈ [1; m] and N  is the total number of indentation tests 

and  𝑖 ∈ [1; N]. 
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       xi
α  is a possible outcome of a single indentation trial which belonging to one of the 

phases (j) present within investigated region. The fit was performed on the cumulative 

distribution function (CDF) and using the least square method of optimization to minimize 

the error: 

min ∑ ∑ (∑ 𝐶(𝑥𝑖
𝛼; 𝜇𝑗

𝛼, 𝜎𝑗
𝛼) − 𝐶(𝑥𝑖

𝛼)𝑚
𝑗=1𝛼=(𝑀,𝐻,𝑈𝐷)

𝑛
𝑖=1 )2                           Eq.14 

 

      Figure 3.5 shows schematic representation of empirical and adopted theoretical CDF for 

a two individual phase material. To make sure that there is not significant overlap between 

neighboring Gaussian phase, the optimization was additionally constrained by 

𝜇𝑗
𝛼 + 𝜎𝑗

𝛼 ≤ 𝜇𝑗+1
𝛼 + 𝜎𝑗+1

𝛼 ; 𝛼 = (𝑀, 𝐻, 𝑈𝐷)                                   Eq.15 

This limit also implies 𝜇𝑗
𝑥 ≤ 𝜇𝑗+1

𝑥 . 
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Figure 3.5 Schematic representation of empirical (solid line) and adopted theoretical CDF 

(dashed line) for two individual phase material [9] 

 

      After finding the vector of unknowns {𝜇𝑖
𝑀, 𝜎𝑖

𝑀 , 𝜇𝑖
𝐻, 𝜎𝑖

𝐻 , 𝜇𝑖
𝑈𝐷 , 𝜎𝑖

𝑈𝐷 , 𝑓𝑗} , theoretical PDF 

curves can be found and plotted in order to display phase properties in a more clear fashion. 

Mean and standard deviation for mechanical property parameters in each phase is directly 

readable from these plots. Figure 3.6 shows two adopted normal distributions of PDF from 

experimental histogram. 

𝑃(𝑥𝑖
𝛼; 𝜇𝑗

𝛼, 𝜎𝑗
𝛼) = ∑ ∑

𝑓𝑗

√2𝜋(𝜎𝑗
𝛼)2

exp (−
(𝑢−𝜇𝑗

𝛼)2

2(𝜎𝑗
𝛼)2

𝑚
𝑗=1

𝑛
𝑖=1 )                           Eq.16 
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Figure 3.6 Schematic representation of experimental and adopted normal distribution PDF 

for two phase material [9] 

 

3.6.2 Statistical grouping method (EMMIX) 

      An alternative method of analyzing grid indentation results using finite mixture models 

has recently been introduced [17]. Since hardness, indentation modulus and plastic energy 

are outcomes of the single experiment, their probability and its density are bivariate functions 

which can be defined in R2 space of M X H by Gaussian mixture models. In this model 
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expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm, an iterative method is applied to estimate 

maximum likelihood (ML). 

      Finite mixture modeling starts by assuming that x1,…,xn are independent realizations of 

the characteristic vector X. In the case of multivariate normal mixture model the log-

likelihood function for vector of unknown parameters (α) can be computed by: 

LogL(α) = ∑ ∑ logm
j=1

n
i=1  P(xi

α; μj, σj)                                       Eq.17 

Where P(xi
α; μj, σj) denotes multivariate normal distribution function of event,  xi

α. Unknown 

distribution parameters are estimated in two steps, expectation and maximization. Maximum 

likelihood estimation of unknown vector α can be obtained by appropriate root of probability 

equation given by: 

∂logL(α)

∂α
 = 0                                                       Eq.18 

Where L(α) is likelihood function for vector of unknown parameter (α). EM algorithm is 

employed to solve Eq.18. Here the distribution of indentation parameters were implemented 

by the non-commercial program (EMMIX) developed by McLachlan et al [18]. 
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CHAPTER 4 RESULTS 

4.1 Experiment results data 

      Prior research shows that nanoindentation can identify two distinguishable C-S-H phases 

with different volume proportion in concrete materials, LD C-S-H and HD C-S-H. We also 

identified these two main phases in the matrix of the dam concrete samples and hardness, 

indentation modulus and volume fraction of the C-S-H phases in samples. 

      Figures 4.1 to 4.5 display the experimental and fitted theoretical frequency distributions 

of hardness and indentation modulus extracted from the nanoindentation tests on the dam 

concrete samples. These figures are from the CDF deconvolution method. 
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Figure 4.1 Experimental and theoretical probability distribution function of indentation 

modulus and hardness (Solid line: Theoretical, Dashed line: Single PDF) of Sample one 

(Location: east, surface) 

 

Figure 4.2 Experimental and theoretical probability distribution function of indentation 

modulus and hardness (Solid line: Theoretical, Dashed line: Single PDF) of Sample two 

(Location: east, 8” from surface) 
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Figure 4.3 Experimental and theoretical probability distribution function of indentation 

modulus and hardness (Solid line: Theoretical, Dashed line: Single PDF) of Sample five 

(Location: east surface) 

 

Figure 4.4 Experimental and theoretical probability distribution function of indentation 

modulus and hardness (Solid line: Theoretical, Dashed line: Single PDF) of Sample seven 

(Location: east, 16’’ from surface) 
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Figure 4.5 Experimental and theoretical probability distribution function of indentation 

modulus and hardness (Solid line: Theoretical, Dashed line: Single PDF) of Sample eight 

(Location: east, 8” from surface) 

 

      Statistical mixture modeling using maximum likelihood deconvolution also was utilized 

to characterize distinguishable cement-paste phases, and associated mean hardness, modulus 

and volume fractions. The individual data points shown in the M versus H plots in Figures 

4.6 to Figure 4.10 are paired results from single indentation tests. Mixture modeling using 

maximum likelihood finds the best grouping of these data points, and each grouping is 

denoted by a different color, and will enable to obtain visual relationship between M and H. 
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Figure 4.6 Statistical mixture model for dam concrete sample one (Location: east, surface) 

 

Figure 4.7 Statistical mixture model for dam concrete sample two (Location: east, 8” from 

surface) 
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Figure 4.8 Statistical mixture model for dam concrete sample five (Location: east, surface) 

 

Figure 4.9 Statistical mixture model for dam concrete sample seven (Location: east, 16” from 

surface) 
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Figure 4.10 Statistical mixture model for dam concrete sample eight (Location: east, 8” from 

surface) 

 

      The results obtained from the two methods and softwares are classified into four 

diagrams. Two are for indentation modulus and two are for indentation hardness. The results 

for each parameter obtained from different software in the same cylinder are formed into one 

diagram for the purpose of comparison.  The results are displayed in Figure 4.11 to Figure 

4.16. 
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Figure 4.11 Peak value for M in sample one (Location: east, surface) and two (Location: east, 

8” from surface) 
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Figure 4.12 Peak value for M in sample five (Location: east, surface), seven (Location: east, 

16” from surface) and eight (Location: east, 8” from surface) 
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Figure 4.13 Peak value for H in sample one (Location: east, surface) and two (Location: east, 

8” from surface) 
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Figure 4.14 Peak value for H in sample five (Location: east, surface), seven (Location: east, 

16” from surface) and eight (Location: east, 8” from surface) 
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Figure 4.15 Peak value for f in sample one (Location: east, surface) and two (Location: east, 

8” from surface) 
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Figure 4.16 Peak value for H in sample five (Location: east, surface), seven (Location: east, 

16” from surface) and eight (Location: east, 8” from surface) 

 

      As shown in Figure 4.11 to Figure 4.16, the results of indentation modulus and 

indentation hardness from two methods all follow the same varying tendency in the depth 

range from surface to the 8 in and 16 in depth for different locations in the dam. The values 

of indentation modulus and indentation hardness are all decreasing along the depth range. 
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      The experiment results are shown in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. The terms presented in 

Table 4.1 and in Table 4.2 are modulus, hardness and volume fraction from two methods for 

each sample. The values for modulus and hardness are in a combination form of mean value 

with standard deviation. 

 

Table 4.1 Values of dam concrete mechanical properties by CDF-PDF method 

 

 Sample one Sample two Sample five Sample seven Sample eight 

M by 

CDF-

PDF 

(GPa) 

36.9+/-6.4 

59.8+/-5.1 

69.6+/-4.6 

10.0+/-3.0 

16.4+/-3.1 

26.2+/-6.7 

67.3+/-12.8 

20.0+/-4.9 

34.9+/-9.6 

66.9+/-22.3 

123.4+/-14.0 

2.2*10
-14

+/-2.6 

7.9+/-2.7 

19.7+/-5.8 

48.5+/-23.0 

17.9+/-2.2 

26.3+/-6.2 

40.9+/-8.5 

77.7+/-24.5 

H by 

CDF-

PDF 

(GPa) 

0.99+/-0.30 

2.95+/-0.78 

5.20+/-0.59 

0.15+/-0.06 

0.41+/-0.13 

1.19+/-0.32 

3.64+/-1.49 

0.49+/-0.00 

0.92+/-0.42 

2.05+/-0.70 

12.47+/-3.05 

0.05+/-0.02 

0.12+/-0.05 

0.63+/-0.22 

3.08+/-2.14 

0.15+/-0.05 

0.34+/-0.09 

1.19+/-0.59 

3.64+/-1.86 

Volume 

fraction 

by CDF-

PDF 

0.37 

0.22 

0.41 

0.29 

0.26 

0.36 

0.09 

0.03 

0.29 

0.37 

0.31 

0.34 

0.26 

0.19 

0.21 

0.14 

0.10 

0.47 

0.29 
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Table 4.2 Values of dam concrete mechanical properties by statistical grouping method 

 

 Sample one Sample two Sample five Sample seven Sample eight 

M by 

EMMIX 

(GPa) 

32.1+/-2.1 

38.3+/-6.9 

66.6+/-4.9 

66.6+/-15.0 

9.6+/-2.9 

16.0+/-3.9 

26.0+/-8.1 

66.0+/-16.9 

33.3+/-10.4 

67.9+/-19.3 

107.6+/-56.5 

121.7+/-20.1 

2.8+/-4.0 

6.0+/-17.9 

19.8+/-12.1 

60.3+/-4.9 

22.0+/-6.5 

39.6+/-5.5 

48.7+/-13.9 

103.6+/-30.9 

H by 

EMMIX 

(GPa) 

0.82+/-0.08 

1.06+/-0.39 

5.15+/-0.59 

3.16+/-1.33 

0.15+/-0.06 

0.38+/-0.16 

0.94+/-0.37 

3.57+/-1.45 

0.87+/-0.41 

1.99+/-0.48 

3.26+/-1.03 

12.29+/-3.35 

5.14*10
-2

+/-0.03 

0.12+/-0.03 

0.75+/-0.51 

4.60+/-0.62 

0.24+/-0.13 

1.41+/-0.71 

1.48+/-0.75 

5.13+/-1.30 

Volume 

fraction 

by 

EMMIX 

0.07 

0.28 

0.28 

0.37 

0.24 

0.30 

0.38 

0.08 

0.35 

0.28 

0.05 

0.32 

0.44 

0.12 

0.33 

0.11 

0.27 

0.14 

0.44 

0.15 
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4.2 Chemistry measurement of dam concrete samples 

       From the plot of experiments data, the modulus and hardness of dam concrete samples 

decrease as the depth of sample increase. To find explanations for this behavior, the FDH 

Company did chemistry components analysis for the dam concrete. In this section, the 

calcium carbonate concentration level, sulfate concentration level and chloride concentration 

level changes along the 16 in depth are presented. 

      Figure 4.17 shows the change of CaCO3amount distribution along from surface to 16” 

depth in dam.  

 

 

Figure 4.17 CaCO3 concentrations with depth 
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Figure 4.18 shows the chloride concentration in dam along 16 in depth. The chloride levels 

are well below the 300ppm (mg/Kg) threshold limit [19]. 

 

 

Figure 4.18 Chloride concentrations with depth 

 

      Most samples had sulfate levels that were undetectable. The maximum concentration 

found was 62 ppm which still quite low. The accepted threshold for mixing water is 3000 
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sulfate concentration in dam along 16 in depth is plotted in Figure 4.19. 
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Figure 4.19 Sulfate concentrations with depth 
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CHAPTER 5 DISCUSSION 

      According to the information provided by FDH Company who started this research, 

literature review was done following the chemistry measurement of these dam concrete 

samples. In the review, tests done by previous scientists measuring the mechanical properties 

of concrete samples setting the amount of  CaCO3 , chloride and sulfate as a parameter 

individually show the similarly varying tendency, as the results of this research. Each 

chemistry effect would be discussed individually. 

 

5.1 Carbonation effect 

5.1.1   Definition of carbonation effect 

      The carbonation effect is a chemistry reaction called carbonate acid attack, which is a 

typical cation-exchange reaction between carbonic acid and calcium hydroxide present in 

hydrated Portland cement paste [21]. The entire reaction process can be divided into two 

equations, Eq. 18 and Eq.19.After the precipitation of calcium carbonate, which is insoluble, 

the first reaction, Eq.18, stops unless some free CO2 is present in the water. By transforming 

calcium carbonate into soluble bicarbonate, in accordance with second reaction, the free CO2 

aids the hydrolysis of calcium hydroxide as shown in Eq.19. Because this reaction, Eq.18 and 

Eq.19, is reversible, a certain amount of free CO2 referred to as the balancing CO2, is needed 

to maintain the reaction equilibrium. Any free CO2 over and above the balancing CO2 would 

be aggressive to the cement paste because by driving Eq.19 to the right it would accelerate 

the process to transformation of calcium hydroxide present in the cement into the soluble 

bicarbonate of calcium. And this is also the reason why calcium hydroxide decreases but 
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calcium carbonate remains the same amount in the chemistry measurement done by the local 

company. 

Ca(OH)2 + H2CO3 → CaCO3 + 2H2O                                       Eq.19 

CaCO3 + CO2 + H2O → Ca(HCO3)2                                        Eq.20 

 

5.1.2 Carbonation effect on dam concrete samples 

      From the information shown on the diagrams in section 4.2, total level of CaCO3   is 

decreasing as the depth increases while the carbonate as CaCO3   remains constant. The 

changing part is CaCO3   as hydroxide. While the overall varying tendency for CaCO3 

concentration level is decreasing, there exits two points in Figure 4.17 shows that according 

to the FDH company measurement, at 8 in depth, the concentration level of CaCO3 is higher 

than the concentration level of CaCO3 at surface. And this observation does not agree with 

the overall varying tendency along the entire 16 in depth. The reason is that the carbonation 

effect is a two steps reaction and carbonation effect takes place from the surface of the dam 

into inner part of the dam. Because the carbonation effect is a two steps reaction, Eq.19 and 

Eq.20, and Eq.20 will not happen until a certain amount of  CaCO3 is formed. As a result, 

when Eq.20 begins, the concentration level of CaCO3 is relative high and after Eq.20 takes 

place, the concentration level of CaCO3  would decrease to form  Ca(HCO3)2 . Take into 

consideration that the carbonation effect takes place from the surface toward inside, at 

surface and at 8 in depth, the carbonation effect is not a the same degree, which means that at 

surface Eq.20 has already taken place for a while but at the 8 in depth Eq.20 may just begin 

or only happen for a short time. Due to this reason, the CaCO3 amount at 8 in depth is higher 
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than it is supposed to be when the carbonation effect at 8 in depth takes place completely and 

even higher than surface where the carbonation effect is completely finished.  

      According to an experimental investigation of concrete carbonation depth that done by 

Chang and Chen [22], as the degree of carbonation increase, more calcium carbonate 

develops while more calcium hydroxide is exhausted. They also achieved a relationship that 

depth of the fully carbonated depth is approximately half of the depth of the carbonation 

front (XP=1/2 Xc , where XP is the fully carbonated depth and Xc is the carbonate front.) [22]. 

Fully carbonated depth is the region where phenolphthalein indicator remains colorless and 

carbonation front is the transition point where the concentration distribution of Ca(OH)2 and 

CaCO3 approaches the horizontal. And in the experimental results of the dam samples, the 

values of indentation modulus and indentation hardness keep decreasing along the depth 

range, according to the conclusion from Chang and Chen [22], the samples tested are all in 

the region of carbonation depth as shown in Figure 5.1. The conclusions from Chang and 

Chen and the CaCO3 distribution information in Figure 4.16 guarantee that all the tested 

samples are in the region in carbonation depth by using phenolphthalein as the indicator. 

Chang and Chen do this step because only the samples which suffer carbonation effect can 

give valid results on how the carbonation effect would affect the mechanical properties of 

concrete. 

      Due to the carbonation-effect reason, the modulus and hardness of concrete decreases 

along the depth as a result of the formation of calcium bicarbonate and lost of calcium 

carbonate. 
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Figure 5.1 Cross-section of a split concrete cylinder specimens after carbonation in Chang 

and Chen test [22]. 

      Also, Han, Pan and Sun [23] used nanoindentation method to investigate the change of 

concrete mechanical properties before and after carbonation effect. They made two sets of 

concrete samples with geometry size of 40 mm×40 mm×160 mm and let one set to suffer 

carbonation effect and control another set free of carbonation effect. After both set has 26 

days curing in standard curing room, one set is moved out to be exposed in condition which 

the concentration of CO2 is 20±3%, temperature 20±2
o
C,  humidity 70±5% for 28 days and 
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the other set is kept in absolute ethyl alcohol to exclude hydration effect and carbonation 

effect for 28 days. The test results show that carbonation reaction causes significant reduction 

of the frequencies of elastic modulus in the region of 7~34 GPa and 83~160 GPa, meanwhile 

a dramatic increase of the frequency of elastic modulus in the region of 34~83 GPa is 

observed.  The distribution of frequencies of elastic modulus of concrete before and after 

carbonation of Han, Pan and Sun test results are shown in Figure 5.2. Portlandite, C-S-H gel 

and unhydrated cement particles are susceptible to carbonation. The elastic modulus 

frequency values of LD C-S-H and HD C-S-H after carbonation decreases by 85.4% and 

55.5%, respectively. LD C-S-H is more heavily affected by the carbonation degradation 

compared to HD C-S-H [23]. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.2 Frequency of modulus value before and after carbonation [23] 
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      Take into consideration that the dam in this study was built decades ago and have been 

exposed to air for a long time, the samples taken from the dam can be considered as the set of 

samples which suffer carbonation effect. Also the Han, Pan and Sun samples are more 

completely carbonated compared to the dam samples taken in 8” depth and in 16” depth, as a 

result, the Han, Pan and Sun samples are used as object of reference for dam samples taken 

from the surface. According to the indentation results of modulus of the dam samples fall in 

the region in 34-83 GPa, which means the carbonation process is the reason why modulus 

and hardness change during time and this effect is done by chemistry reaction with water and 

CO2. Also, the degree of this reaction process changes with depth change in the concrete 

structure. 

 

5.2 Sulfate attack 

      Besides the carbonation effect on concrete material properties change, the sulfate attack 

is also one of the reasons of causing change in concrete hardness. Ouyang, Chen and Jiang 

[24] carried out a 330 day test to investigate the entire process of sulfate attack and also the 

effects on concrete hardness. 

      In their test, they set up two groups of samples, one is for measuring the surface hardness, 

which are denoted as Hi (i=1-4) with a size of 150x150x150 mm, the other is for observing 

the chemistry reaction and change in concrete samples, which are denoted as Zi (i=1-30) with 

size of 10x10x60 mm. 

      In their research, they proposed two main effects of sulfate attack which lead to the 

change in concrete hardness. One is called enhancement effect and other one is called 
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weakening effect. It was found that the variation of hardness of concrete is dominantly 

caused by the filling effect and damage evolution due to the action of delayed ettringite and 

gypsum. When sulfate radical ions diffuse in concrete, the chemical reaction between sulfate 

radical ions and pore solution may occur according to the following steps: 

Na2SO4 + Ca(OH)2 == CaSO4 + 2Na(OH)                               Eq.21 

3CaSO4 + 4CaOAl2O312H2O + 20H2O == 3CaOAl2O33CaSO431H2O+ Ca(OH)2  Eq.22 

      The first term on the right hand side of Eq.21 is delayed ettringite. Delayed ettringite 

formation is expansion and cracking of concrete associated with the delayed formation of the 

mineralettringite which is a normal product of early cement hydration. From the results they 

collected from two groups of samples, the plotted the Figure 5.3 to present the change in 

concrete hardness related to sulfate attack. 
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Figure 5.3 Relative variation of hardness vs. erosion time. (a) sample H1 (w/c = 0.4), (b) 

sample H2 (w/c = 0.6), (c) sample H3 (w/c = 0.7), and (d) sample H4 (w/c = 0.8).  Where 𝑅0 

is the initial hardness [24]. 

 

      It can be observed from Figure 5.3, there exists a certain point of time, when the hardness 

stops increasing and may even start to decrease. 

      The reason for this change in concrete hardness under sulfate attack is that there is a 

competition mechanism for the variation of hardness between enhancement effect and 

weakening effect. In the early stage of concrete, there are many pores within concrete due to 

hydration of cement, and the nucleation and growth of delayed ettringite crystal fills the 
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pores of the samples. The filling effect reduces the porosity of concrete and therefore 

increases the concrete hardness. As time goes by, more and more delayed ettringite crystals 

form and the damage evolution begins. Because the delayed ettringite crystal has a bigger 

volume than CaOAl2O312H2O, they would expand in pores and cause micro cracks and 

finally stop the increase in concrete hardness and may even lead to reduction in concrete 

hardness. 

      As for the huge scale of dam concrete, when the enhancement effect took place at the 

concrete surface, the delayed ettringite would block the ways of sulfate to enter the deeper 

part of dam until micro cracks forms due to the weakening effect, then the same procedure 

repeated deeper and deeper, through the thickness. 

      In Figure 4.19, the amount of sulfate from the surface to about 8” depth remains 0, which 

indicates that the sulfate existed in this region already finished the delayed ettringite 

formation and below 8” the amount of sulfate increases from 0 to 40 mg/kg and at 16” the 

amount is even larger. The change of distribution of sulfate along depth from surface to 16” 

agrees with the chemical analysis of amount of sulfate in the dam concrete from FDH 

Company shown in Figure 4.19 and from the results of Ouyang, Chen and Jiang test shown 

in Figure 5.3.  According to the fact that sulfate solubility in Na2SO4 is larger than in delayed 

ettringite, the deeper the concrete is, the more sulfate it should contain because the sulfate 

attack happens from the surface of the dam and develops into deeper parts. 
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5.3 Chloride effect  

      The chloride effect is considered in the analysis of concrete properties because the 

chloride ions mainly have effect on the protective film on steel but not on the concrete itself.  

In the absence of chloride ions in solution, the protective film on steel is reported to be stable 

as long as the Ph of the solution stays above 11.5 as hydrated Portland cement contains 

alkalies in the pore fluid and about 20 weight percent solid calcium hydroxide, normally 

there is sufficient alkalinity in the system to maintain the Ph above 12 [25]. Under some 

conditions, like when concrete has high permeability due to cracks caused by sulfate attack 

and most of the calcium hydroxide have either been carbonated or leached away, the Ph of 

concrete in the vicinity of the steel may have been reduced to less than 11.5. This would 

destroy the passivity of steel and cause the steel begin to expanse and in this way the 

concrete surrounding the steel would be damaged. From Figure 4.18, it can be known that for 

the dam samples, the amount of chloride in samples at surface, 8” depth and 16” depth 

increases as depth increases. It is because the chloride effect also happens from the surface 

toward the inside part of dam and the concrete between surface and 8 in suffered carbonation 

effect and sulfate attack at an earlier time than concrete at 8 in depth and at 16 in depth,  and 

the concrete between surface and 8 in has higher permeability for chloride than the concrete 

at 8 in and 16 in depth, and this change of permeability is the reason for the distribution 

tendency of chloride. 
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSION 

      This thesis mainly takes tests to examine the remaining indentation modulus and hardness 

for a given gravity dam. The investigation includes: sample preparation, sample indentation, 

data collection and analysis by using two methods, and also chemistry analysis.  Within the 

region of data information from the given dam concrete samples, the following key 

objectives were accomplished in this research: 

(i) The indentation modulus and hardness are decreasing as the depth increasing 

from 0 in (surface) to 8 in and 16 in for different locations of the dam as an 

overall varying tendency. 

(ii) According to the chemistry analysis done by FDH Company and experimental 

information from Han, Pan and Sun who undertook a designed experiment to 

investigate the change in concrete sample modulus and hardness after 

carbonation, the two sources all agree with the results carried out by 

nanoindentaion tests in this thesis. As a conclusion, carbonation does have an 

effect on the change in concrete modulus. After carbonation, the peak value of 

modulus for each phase would change and LD C-S-H is more sensitive to 

carbonation effect than HD C-S-H according to the results. 

(iii) Sulfate attack effect also affects the properties of concrete. Sulfate attack has a 

competition mechanism for the variation of hardness between enhancement effect 

and weakening effect. At early stage, the formation of delayed ettringite fills the 

pores in concrete and increase the hardness by reducing porosity. But at later 

stage the formed ettringite keeps growing and expand the pore and cause crack, 
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finally reduces the concrete hardness. As for the huge scale of dam concrete, 

when the enhancement effect took place at the concrete surface, the delayed 

ettringite would block the ways of sulfate to enter the deeper part of dam until 

micro cracks forms due to the weakening effect, then the same procedure repeated 

to deeper and deeper. The sulfate attack effect works slowly. 

(iv) For concrete gravity dam, even the reinforcement is not as much as for 

reinforcement concrete structure, but the chloride effect still cannot be 

overlooked. Chloride would reduce alkalinity of concrete and causes steel to 

expanse which in turn would lead to crack in concrete surrounding the steel. 

(v) This research has only limited number of samples and data. Although the results 

shows similarity with pervious study on concrete properties change due to 

carbonation effect, sulfate attack and chloride effect, the results can be improved 

by carrying out more indents and chemical components measurement at region 

beyond 16 in of the dam. For future work, more samples can be tested to collect 

more data to evaluate the reasons causing change in concrete properties and 

determine the effect degree of each factor and whether the different factors have 

combination effects.   
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